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STATEMENT FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
It is with great pleasure that I present to you the 2010/2011 FAWEMA Annual Report. This Report includes Programme
activities and other developments up to the time of publication in November 2011.

2011 was a year of continued progress for us. The Board is very happy that we have managed to reach out to some
girls through our generic programmes and more recently new innovations in the area of female teacher education.
The Board of Trustees are proud to belong to an organization that continues to be a key player in girls’ education in
Malawi. This has been underlined by the recent decision of the Ministry of Education to include Mother Groups in the
NESP 2009-2017. The Mother Group model developed by the FAWE Gambia and spearheaded in Malawi by FAWEMA
has now been recognised by many civil society partners as well as the Government and UNICEF as key to the success
of girls’ education thus far.

I wish to thank all members of Board for their contribution to FAWEMA. This is the first report reflecting the work of the
organisation during their term of office. I also wish to thank the National Executive Committee chaired by Mrs. Virginia
Kachigunda, for its work and for its contribution to our governance arrangements in the organisation.
FAWEMA has been well supported by the Ministry of Education and Science and Technology. I thank the Ministry for
their ongoing commitment to girls’ education and their continued support to the work that we do. We truly value the stra-
tegic partnership.

I offer warm thanks to the staff of FAWEMA under the leadership of the National Coordinator, Mrs. Hendrina Givah for
their continued, demonstrable commitment to taking the programme forward and to continuing to be a model of excel-
lence within the area of girl’s education.
I would also like to thank the many supporters of FAWEMA who play such a vital role in supporting the work in girls’
education in Malawi. These include UNICEF Malawi, UNICEF (ESARO), EDUKANS of the Netherlands, GIZ Malawi,
DFID Malawi, CARE Malawi, PLAN Malawi, NBS Bank, The Open University (and Scottish Government), ACEM,
WUSC and CIDA.

Lastly and most importantly I wish to acknowledge the many women and men who are members of FAWEMA and have
supported the organizations efforts in one way or another. Special thanks to the many individuals who are paying
school fees for needy girls most of whose efforts go unnoticed.

Roy Hauya, Chairperson, Board of Trustees, FAWEMA.
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STATEMENT FROM THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FAWEMA celebrates 10 years since its registration in Malawi in 2001. This shows the strength of both the
organisation and the people involved in running the organisation.

Despite the successes of this past year, I regret to report on the increasingly challenging environment of
education in Malawi. There are many girls out there who need school fees but we have not managed to
reach them. A lot of work needs to be done in order to ensure we have the resources to fund much needed
services.

In looking forward, FAWEMA will strive to overcome these. We aim to embed sustainable, effective inter-
ventions in support of girl's and women's education for development in Malawi. Key strategies include an
aggressive membership drive so that FAWEMA members can champion the establishment of Mother
Groups, and of Girls Clubs in their schools. FAWEMA is also looking to the launch of the “One FAWEMA
member One Girl” Strategy so that together we can reach out to many needy girls across the country.

The NEC is committed to re energising its membership and recruitment drive.  FAWEMA’s Membership
categories include Full Membership; Friends of FAWEMA; Associate Members of FAWEMA; and Honorary
Members of FAWEMA. I am proud to say that NBS are the first corporate Honorary Member of FAWEMA.
I would like to thank everyone for all their hard work and look forward to their continued support in the fu-
ture. We are also fortunate to have a committed and highly experienced Board of Trustees. Their guidance
and expertise has proved to be invaluable to both NEC and Secretariat.

Finally, I would like to thank the FAWEMA Secretariat and members for all their hard work, passion, com-
mitment and determination in ensuring FAWEMA’s success.

I am privileged to be part of this organisation and look forward to working together with you all in the next
twelve months.

Mrs Virginia Kachigunda, Chairperson, National Executive Committee
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OVERVIEW: GIRLS’ EDUCATION IN MALAWI

Research indicates that the participation of girls in Malawi’s education is significantly below that of
boys. According to the 2008 statistics, dropout rates, repetition rates, and completion rates remain
worrisome in the country. These are worse in rural areas compared to urban areas, vary from district
to district and are worse for girls compared to boys.

Girls’ enrolment declines slowly as they move to upper classes - especially in rural schools as com-
pared to urban locations. By the end of the primary cycle, girls constitute only 34% of the Standard 8
enrolment compared to 66% boys (CERT, 2004: 12). Studies have also revealed gender differences
in student achievement. Boys consistently and significantly outperform girls in every assessment
area.

Because of low levels of female achievement at Standard 8, the number of girls transiting to secon-
dary school is low. For the few who go to secondary school, there are many challenges. Many strug-
gle to access schooling due to poverty. Boarding schools, for most rural communities is too expen-
sive. As a result, parents oftentimes give up and some girls end up marrying at the tender age of 16,
or younger.

For those who attend day schools, the long distances they walk make them very weary and tired
such that participation in class deteriorates. In some cases, these long distances have been a
breeding ground for sexual violence. In addition to ignorance and traditional practices and values,
parents oftentimes force their children into early marriage. FAWEMA is striving to support some of
these needy girls with bursaries and scholastic materials.
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There is also low uptake of messages on sexual and reproductive health rights and HIV/AIDS. For this
reason, girls are abused, and cannot access appropriate services. In the process they drop out of
school due to sexual and reproductive health related problems.

FAWEMA’s focus is on empowerment of girls through information on human rights, sexual and repro-
ductive health rights, training of Mother Groups (Volunteer groups of women within the school commu-
nity) so that they can provide psycho social support to abused girls, and follow up drop outs and vic-
tims of violence.

FAWEMA also supports school communities to make them gender responsive and child friendly by
providing Gender responsive training to teachers and the school management team, promoting girl
friendly toilets, and giving awards to excelling girls to motivate them to work hard.

In an effort to improve girls’ participation and achievement in Mathematics and Science, FAWEMA
also facilitates the establishment of SMT (Science Mathematics Technology) Clubs in schools and
promotes achievement awards so that girls can be motivated to actively participate in Mathematics,
Sciences and Technology. In order to demystify the myth that Mathematics and Sciences are difficult
and are for boys only, FAWEMA conducts role modeling sessions for girls in senior primary and in
secondary school so that girls are encouraged to take science subjects and pursue science oriented
careers.

OVERVIEW: GIRLS’ EDUCATION IN MALAWI
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TESSA Scholars, Dedza District, September, 2011.
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ABOUT FAWEMA: Overview

The Forum for African Women Educationalists - Malawi Chapter – (FAWEMA) is a registered non-
governmental organization, which brings together women educationalists in order to support and pro-
mote girls’ and women’s education in Malawi. The Chapter was established in 1993 and was regis-
tered in March 2001 under the Trustees Incorporation Act, 1962.

FAWEMA is a national Chapter of the Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE) whose se-
cretariat is in Nairobi, Kenya. It is a non–political, voluntary, charitable, non-sectarian, non-profit mak-
ing and does not discriminate against any person in terms of race, age, creed, colour, nationality or
religious persuasion.

Vision: Gender parity in education i.e. to enable girls and women to exploit their full potential in order
to effectively contribute towards community and national development.

Mission: To mobilize expertise and resources in order to support and advance girls’ and women’s
education in Malawi for development.
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Goal

To sensitize and work with government, non - governmental organizations and other stakeholders in
an effort to advance girls’ education and women’s empowerment through education.

Objectives

The objectives of FAWEMA include;
 To influence policy formulation, planning and implementation in favor of increasing access, im-

proving retention, performance and achievement of girls in school.
 To build public awareness and consensus on social and economic advantages of girls’ educa-

tion through advocacy.
 To demonstrate, through interventions on the ground, how to achieve increased access, im-

proved retention and better performance.
 To influence replication and mainstreaming of best practices from demonstrative interventions

into broader national education policy and practice.
 To strengthen the capacity of the chapter for effective implementation of the FAWEMA mandate

at the grass roots level.

ABOUT FAWEMA: GOAL & OBJECTIVES
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ABOUT FAWEMA: WHAT WE DO

FAWEMA focuses on girls’ education and training. Its programs are implemented through a formal-
ized partnership with the Ministry of Education and other partners. This provides FAWEMA an oppor-
tunity to use the Ministry of Education’s structures to reach out to the girls at the grassroots.

FAWEMA has five strategic directions, which include:
 Influencing education policies
 Demonstrative interventions
 Advocacy
 Replication and Scaling up of best practices.
 Capacity Building

Influencing Education Policies

FAWEMA has worked with the Ministry of Education in the formulation of policy frameworks and
documents including the Gender Responsive Pedagogy in TTCs.
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MEMBERSHIP
FAWEMA currently boasts a membership of approximately 500.

Members pay registration fees and an annual subscription that are determined by the General
Assembly. FAWEMA members are “Educationists” or people who have passion or commitment to
promote girls’ education in Malawi.
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MEMBERSHIP
The current membership is drawn primarily from the following professions:
 Education
 Business
 Administration
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Board Of Trustees
Roy Hauya Board Chair
Gossam Mafuta
Meria Nowa Phiri
Esnath Kalyati
Jean Mkandawire
Stallard Mpata

Governance
FAWEMA is governed by an executive committee elected by the General Assembly of members.
The Executive committee is comprised of:

The Chairperson - Virginia Kachigunda
Vice Chairperson - Fiddes Msowoaya
Treasurer - Joyce Masache
Vice Treasurer - Elita Soko
General Secretary - Grace Kananza
Vice Secretary - Floney Kawaye
Co-opted Members - Foster Phiri, Emmanuel Kondowe, Julita Ross, Perpetua Malitowe

FAWEMA STRUCTURE
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The Secretariat

National Coordinator—Hendrina M. Givah
Project Officer UNICEF—Cecilia Njoka
Project Officer (TESSA) - Joyce Chitsulo
Project Officer (CARE/DFID) - Chifundo Fukiza
Accountant—Bistone Kaphweleza
Administrative Assistant—Christina Buleya
Administrative Assistant (CARE/DFID) - Chimwemwe Thole
Driver—Madalo Bvumbwe
Office Assistant—Vacant

FAWEMA STRUCTURE
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RESULTS: WHAT FAWEMA HAS DONE IN 2010/2011

Advocacy
 FAWEMA has conducted community level campaigns for girls’ education in selected districts
 Networking, partnership and collaboration.

Demonstrative Interventions

FAWEMA has been spearheading a number of interventions. Please read further for more detail
about the following programmes:

 Mother Groups
 Girls Empowerment Project (TUSEME)
 TESSA
 Centre of Excellence project
 Science Mathematics and Technology (SMT)
 Community Mobilization and Sensitization on girls’ education
 Guidance and Counseling
 Bursary
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Mother Group with pit latrine constructed to support girl learner’s menstrual hygiene, Rumphi,
August 2011.
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PROGRAM: MOTHER GROUPS

FAWEMA continues to replicate the Mother Group Concept in selected schools. A Mother Group is
a group comprising of fourteen members and the breakdown is as follows: 10 mothers, 1 head
teacher, 1 local leader, 1 PTA chairperson, 1 SMC chairperson. The objectives of the Mother
Groups initiative include:
 To ensure enrolment, retention and completion of education by girls.
 To raise awareness of communities on cultural practices that have adverse impact on girls’

education.
 To promote amicable interpersonal relationship between mothers and daughters.
 To advocate for hygiene, nutrition, child rights with special attention on girls and OVC’s.
 To provide counselling to in and out of school children with focus on girls.
 To ensure availability and adequacy of hygienic sanitation facilities especially for girls.
 To ensure teachers’ discipline, incidents of child abuse and all forms of sexual harassment.
 To Conduct income generating activities for supporting girls’ education.

Through the Mother Group Concept, FAWEMA successfully implemented a project entitled “ Pro-
moting Girls’ Education through Strengthening of Mother groups” This was implemented in Mwanza,
Nsanje, Chikhwawa, Mchinji and Rumphi districts targeting 500 schools (and 500 Mother Groups).

The project was rolled out in partnership with CARE and financially supported by DFID.
FAWEMA also established and trained Mother Groups in 20 schools in Kasungu with financial sup-
port from CARE through its “Power to Lead Alliance” project.
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PROGRAM: MOTHER GROUPS
Through this project:
 FAWEMA established and trained 500 Mother Groups in the five districts: 11 in Nsanje, 44

Mwanza, 143 in Chikhwawa, 152 in Mchinji and 150 in Rumphi.
 Trained 550 local leaders, 500 Group Village Headmen and Senior Village Headmen. 50 were

Traditional Authority leaders.
 Trained 41 Primary Education Advisors in Mother Group concept so that they can help on the

part of monitoring the groups.
 Conducted an Exchange Visits for the Mother Groups-25 Mother Groups were involved.7 in

Mchinji, 6 in Mwanza, 6 in Chikhwawa and 6 in Rumphi.

CHALLENGES:
 Despite a very short project span, FAWEMA managed to rise to the challenge.
 In addition to challenging timelines, FAWEMA encountered some resistance to the idea of

Mother Groups. Specifically, some parents and school administration demonstrated concern
with regards to FAWEMA’s capacity to effectively support girls who have been re-admitted to
school given that many of these girls were leaving young children at home.

IMPACT/LESSONS LEARNT
 Membership of local leaders in the Mother Group is very vital. It was quickly evident that some

local leaders acknowledge the negative effects of some cultural practices and some committed
promised to changing these practices.

 The trainings have enlightened some Mother Group members who did not appreciate the impor-
tance of girls’ education. It has also increased their knowledge on human rights and the effects
of gender based violence.

 Exchange Visits created a platform where the Mother Group members could share experiences
and help each other where necessary.
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Mother Group Training, Rumphi, August 2011.
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PROGRAM: GIRLS EMPOWERMENT CLUBS (TUSEME-SPEAK OUT)

Tuseme (“Let us speak out” or “Tilankhule”) is a project that was established by the Department of Fine and
Performing Arts (DFPA), University of Dar es Salaam in 1996 as a result of concerns amongst educational-
ists, parents and other social groups in Tanzania on the unsatisfactory academic performance of girls in
secondary schools . Researches confirmed that the poor academic performance of girls and their remedies
did not consider and or contain girls’ voices. Thus, Tilankhule (“Tuseme”) project was established in order
to give a voice or a platform to girls especially to the matters that affect their academic and social develop-
ment.

FAWEMA adopted TUSEME from Tanzania as a best practice. In this past year 21  “Tuseme” Girls Clubs
were established “(in 20 primary Schools and in one co-educational secondary). The 20 primary school
clubs were established in Kalolo and Lisasadzi educational zone of Kasungu District in the central region of
Malawi while the secondary school club is at Liwonde Secondary school. The Tuseme club provides a fo-
rum for students to discuss their academic and social problems critically.

These Clubs have proved successful as there has been an improvement in girls performance.  Liwonde
Secondary School has seen girls doing well in JCE and MSCE Examination a total of ------- girls has done
well representing % pass rate. In Lisasadzi educational zone, this girls club has contributed to behavior
change in girls as noted in Chibwe school where there were no dropouts during the 3rd term of 2010 to 2011
academic year as compared to 7 dropouts during the 2nd term of the academic year, before the Club was
established.

The Broad Objectives of “Tilankhule”(“Tuseme”)
To empower girls to understand and overcome problems that hinder their academic and social develop-
ment, give the girls a voice to speak out and express their identified problems, find solutions and take initia-
tives to solve the problems.
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TUSEME “SPEAK OUT” Club Members, Centre of Excellence, Liwonde, November 2011.
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PROGRAM: TEACHER EDUCATION IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

The project builds upon a feasibility study which was funded by the Scottish Government in 2009. The
analysis indicated a need to recruit women into teaching from their own rural communities. At this time, a
key constraint on recruitment was their lack of the necessary academic qualifications required for admit-
tance to teacher education programmes.  By March 2013, the TESSA Project will have recruited and pro-
duced 1000 women qualified for entry into the TTC.

TESSA therefore aims to increase this supply of qualified female applicants from rural areas through the
Scholarship support. These scholarships provide pathways for rural women to teaching careers whilst re-
maining in their community. The Scholarship design uniquely combines structured study to upgrade aca-
demic qualifications to the required level and supported induction into teaching through school experience
as a Teaching Assistant. The Scholars are given MK7,500.00 per school term as a bursary.

TESSA is being implemented by FAWEMA and the Open University of the UK. The Ministry of Education
through its Department for Teacher Education and Development, is responsible for the provision of overall
guidance to the project. The project is being implemented in 4 districts namely Chikwawa, Mwanza, Dedza
and Ntchisi; and in 25 Educational Zones.

To achieve its goals, the project conducted community sensitization meetings in all the targeted 25 zones,
targeting Local leaders, SMC, PTA, Mother Group members and parents. This was followed by the recruit-
ment of 500 Scholars across 4 target districts. For the academic upgrade, a total of 45 tutors (2 female 43
male) have been contracted to assist the scholars in four subjects; English, Physical Science, Mathematics
and Biology. For the School Experience component, 171 mentors; one each in the 171 schools across the
four districts where the scholars go for their teaching experience have been identified and are providing the
necessary support to the scholars.
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IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES

The project has facilitated the printing of scholastic materials for use by scholars, Handbooks for both the
mentors and the Tutors, and periodic review meetings for Tutors and for the Steering Committees.
In addition:

 The Scholar induction facilitators’ workshop was conducted in April 2011
 Induction facilitators’ review meeting occurred in July 2011
 Scholar induction was held in May 2011 for all scholars
 4 Steering Committee meetings have taken place
 A review meeting was conducted with all scholars in August 2011
 Study materials have been developed and printed

CHALLENGES

Finding female science tutors has proven difficult. Unfortunately, this problem does not have a sim-
ple or short term solution. FAWEMA’s hopes that this issue will be addressed through the ongoing
efforts to educate girl children.

In addition, it has been a challenge to deliver learning materials in a timely manner.  This is some-
thing that FAWEMA is working to improve.

PROGRAM: TEACHER EDUCATION IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
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TESSA Scholar Induction, Mwanza District, May 2011.
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PROGRAM: CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE (COE)

A Gender Responsive School or a Centre of Excellence is a school in which the academic, social and
physical environment and its surrounding community take into account the specific needs of both boys
and girls. This implies that the teachers, parents, community leaders and members, including the boys
and girls themselves are aware of, and practice gender equality. It also assumes the school manage-
ment Policies and Practices recognize and address the gender or sex based needs of both boys and
girls. In addition, in a gender responsive school, the academic delivery, including teaching methodolo-
gies, teaching and learning materials, classroom interaction, and the management academic process,
are gender responsive. The students, both girls and boys, are empowered to practice gender equality
and to protect the democratic and human rights of both genders. The concept extends to the right to
physical environment in the school including buildings, furniture, and equipment that are also gender
friendly.

FAWEMA is pleased to say that the first COE is Liwonde Secondary School and was established in
2010.
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IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS:

So far, a number of activities have been implemented at the COE. These include:
 TUSEME club has been established and trained (15 boys 25 girls)
 Presentation of achievement awards to 10 students (3 boys 7 girls)
 Mother Group establishment and training of the members (3 male 11 female)
 GRP training has been conducted to all teachers at the COE (20 male 3 female)
 Two first aid kit boxes have been purchased for the COE
 A counseling matron has been identified (Ms. Chirwa) and a counseling desk set up
 Members of the TUSSEME club conducted a sensitization meeting with the community targeting local

leaders, parents and SMC/PTA (205 male 115 female)
 Monitoring of the Mother Group was conducted (1 male 8 female)
 Mother Group members were trained on how to make sanitary pads using locally available resources (3

:

CHALLENGES:
 Inadequate resources to implement all desired activities at the COE

PROGRAM: CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE (COE)
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Gender Responsive Pedagogy Training, Machinga Teacher Training Centre., 2011.
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PROGRAM: GENDER RESPONSIVE PEDAGOGY

With funding from UNICEF ESARO, Gender Responsive Pedagogy (GRP) project was initiated in Malawi in
August 2009. Karonga Teacher Training College (KTTC) was identified as a pilot college in Malawi.
GRP is about training lecturers and management staff in methods to enhance gender equality inside and
outside the classroom. In 2010 with funding from GIZ and with the collaboration of the Department of
Teacher Education and Development (DTED) FAWEMA rolled out the GRP training to all grant-aided TTCs
Between October 2009 and June 2011 GRP workshops took place in all TTCs; both Private and public, i.e.
Blantyre, St. Joseph’s, Lilongwe, Emmanuel, Karonga, DAPP Chilangoma, DAPP Amalika, Maryam-
Mangochi, Machinga and Kasungu.

The overall goal of the GRP intervention in TTCs is to train Trainers of Trainers in Gender Responsive
Pedagogy in the TTCs so that they can in turn train the student teachers in gender responsive pedagogy.

Through this intervention:
 A total of 735 male teacher trainees and 512 female teachers trainees at TTCs were trained in GRP.
 One sensitization  meeting on GRP was conducted  targeting the clergy and another one targeted staff

spouses around Karonga TTC (3 male 30 female).
 A 2 day training was conducted targeting Demonstration school teachers, PTA, SMC members,  and

other non teaching staff (299 male 268 female).
 FAWE (Regional Secretariat) facilitated an exchange visit to Tanzania’ s Mkwawa College of Education

(2 male 2 female) for Malawi and Tanzania to share experiences in GRP interventions.
 Successfully organized a gender networking meeting for Gender Coordinators and their assistants from

all TTC  (9 male 9 female) focusing on networking and training in proposal writing including resource
mobilisation.
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 A 2 day training was done targeting Demonstration school teachers, PTA, SMC members,
and other non teaching staff (299 male 268 female)

 Organized an exchange visit to Tanzania’ s Mkwawa College of Education (2 male 2 female)
 Organized a gender networking meeting for Gender Coordinators and their assistants from all

TTC  (9 male 9 female)
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FINANCES

FAWEMA Funding Sources
Financial Year 2010/2011

TESSA (38.45%)

CARE/DFID (36.87%)

FAWE RS (9.22%)

Edukans (7.19%)

CARE/PTLA (2.74%)

DED/GIZ (2.04%)

CRECCOM (1.51%)

FAWE  admin costs
(1.15%)
Bursaries (.52%)

Membership Fees
(.28%)

FAWEMA’s work would not be possible without the generous support of its funders.
As demonstrated below, in 2011 FAWEMA received support from the Government of Scotland through the Open
University of the United Kingdom (TESSA), CARE through the UK Department for International Development
(DFID), the Regional Secretariat for the Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE), Edukans, United
States Aid (USAID) through Care /Power to Lead Alliance (PLTA) and Creative Centre for Community Mobiliza-
tion (CRECCOM). In addition to these donors, FAWEMA also receives funding from the receipt of membership
fees.
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WAY FORWARD
Moving into 2012, FAWEMA will look to build on the successes of 2011 by both ensuring the sustainability of its
current projects and looking to implement new initiatives to advance the education of girls in Malawi. In doing this,
FAWEMA will remain alert to the ever changing external environment with an aim to effectively adapt and respond to
new opportunities and challenges.

Acknowledging the fundamental role that policy and planning plays in creating change, FAWEMA will continue to
work to integrate gender into national teacher education policies and plans. In addition, FAWEMA will look to repli-
cate and scale up best practices at the Centre of Excellence and continue to run programs to involve rural women in
teaching. New this year will be a project to promote Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights and Governance through
policy advocacy and a sensitization program for learners, educators and teachers. Lastly, FAWEMA will continue to
strengthen itself as an organization through ensuring that staff, management, board and executive receive the training
necessary to continue to do their jobs competently and govern the organization in a way that befits its important man-
date.

FAWEMA’s success depends on its relationships with its members, partners and funders. To this effect, FAWEMA
looks forward to continuing to work in close conjunction with its members and current partners including TESSA,
CARE/DFID, the FAWE Regional Secretariat, Edukans, CARE/PTLA, DED/GIZ and CRECCOM.
In addition to these current partners, FAWEMA is excited to further the promotion of girls’ education by newly
formed partnerships with Educaid, the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and World University
Service of Canada (WUSC).

FAWEMA is hopeful for the possibilities that 2012 will offer. This hope is tempered by the harsh gender inequalities
in Malawi which both cause and perpetuate a challenging environment for women and girls in schools. FAWEMA
strongly believes that gender equality and development can only be achieved through educating Malawi’s girl children
and will continue to work to mobilize expertise and resources to advance girls education.
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